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Most of the NPCs in Trials Fusion have no voice acting, no dialog, or simple responses. In previous games in the series, they all speak in the same way; whether its an appropriate response or not. Voice acting is a little clearer in Trials Fusion, but its not as good as the previous games. Still, with the controls, and a sequel coming out soon, it will be a lot better.
When I first got the game, the cockpit was limited to 0.6 cars, which was not nearly enough for me. I was disappointed with the lack of the other seasons. I love the season pass, but the games themselves are not worth the cost. I would love more of a racing game, like NASCAR arcade, but this is only a kart racer. Your examples are flawed, because as I stated

above. 1. You must already be using Fusion before you subscribe. This is a one time purchase. 2. You do not need to have a subscription in order to use Fusion, you can use it as a standalone product. I know this is on the beta phase, but it can offer one of the best paid features out there for a startup, and its completely free. As you stated, your focus is on
manufacturing. This is probably 1/3 of the market, and I believe that there are likely hundreds of thousands of you out there who would be willing to pay if the price was sensible, and the number of users were broad based. We have only just begun and I think this is a revolutionary program and its place in the manufacturing business is only just being explored.

I hope you take this into consideration before your next pass, and again, I wish you the best of luck. Its certainly a better idea than your competitors have had.
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